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11. (Easier) “Let’s play Homes for Animals! What’s this? Is a beehive a HOME for an ANIMAL? Yes!” Do the same for all. 

(Harder) “Which thing is NOT a HOME for an ANIMAL?” or “Which picture does NOT belong with the others? Why not?” 

“Which picture has a BUTTERFLY?    …a food BOWL for a pet?    …an insect that BUZZES?    …something people RIDE?” 

    
 

12. “Look at the 4 pictures! Which picture has the MOST number of hearts? Which picture has the SECOND most number 

of hearts? Which picture has the THIRD most number of hearts? Which picture has the LEAST number of hearts?” 
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“I am going to read a short story and then you will have to answer 2 questions. Janet was so excited! She finally got a 

puppy! She took her puppy out for a WALK. After that, she gave her puppy some PUPPY FOOD.”  

13a. “What did Janet DO with her puppy? Point to the best answer.” (Parent can REREAD the sentence from the story.)      

    
 

13b. “What did Janet GIVE to her puppy? Point to the best answer.” (Parent can REREAD the sentence from the story.) 

  

 

 
 

14. “Let’s play the Shapes Game! Write the number 1 below the SQUARE. Write the number 2 below the CIRCLE. Write 

the number 3 below the STAR. Write the number 4 below the RECTANGLE. Write the number 5 below the TRIANGLE.” 
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236. (Picture #2) “Bob wants to eat dinner! What does he need?” (Picture #4) “Ann wants to fix and build things! What does she 

need? (Picture #1) “Jim wants to go to school! What does he need?” (Picture #3) “Joy wants to wear things! What does she need?” 

    
 

237. (Sleeping) “What am I doing? I do this at night because I’m tired!” (Running) “What am I doing? I’m using my legs to 

go fast!” (Eating) “What am I doing? Food goes into my mouth and down to my stomach!” 

    
 

238. (Easier) “In the top box, a CAR has a DRIVER in it. In the bottom box, an AIRPLANE has a _____ in it. Point to the best answer.” 

(Harder) “Which thing goes in the space next to the AIRPLANE? Why did you choose the _____?” 

  

    

 

 

239. “Let’s play the Color Game! I’m going to say a sentence. Finish the sentence with a COLOR!” 

Snow is _____. (white) 

A strawberry is _____. (red) 

A pumpkin is _____. (orange) 

A banana is _____. (yellow) 

A bat is _____. (black) 

Grape jelly is ______. (purple) 

The ocean is _____. (blue) 

Lettuce is _____. (green) 

A branch is _____. (brown) 

 

240. (Easier) “Let’s play Hold in Your Hand! What’s this? Hammer! Do you HOLD a hammer in your HAND?” Do the same for all. 

(Harder) “Which thing do you not HOLD in your HAND?” or “Which picture does NOT belong with the others? Why not?” 

“Which thing is used to CARRY heavy things on a highway?     …hit a ball?     …pound a nail?     …brush your teeth?”  
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346. “Let’s play What Animal Am I? (Fish) I’m a pet for many people! (Raccoon) I have dark circles around my eyes! (Swan) I’m 

a bird that can move on water! (Octopus) I live in the ocean but I’m not a fish! (Spider) I make a web and crawl on a web!” 

     
 

347. “What are these two numbers? 10 and 11! Which number is BIGGER?” (Do the same for all pairs for “bigger” and “smaller”.) 
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348. “Let’s play Noisy or Quiet! What’s this? Is an ambulance going to the hospital noisy or quiet? (Do the same for all.) 

“Which picture has a BLANKET?     Which picture has a BOOK?     Which picture has a WINDOW and SMOKE? 

Which picture shows things FLYING in the AIR?     Which picture shows an ANGRY animal? 

     
 

349. “Jan ate dinner. Next, she brushed her teeth. Then she read a book. Finally, she went to bed. What did Jan do FIRST?  

What did Jan do SECOND? What did Jan do THIRD? What did Jan do LAST?” (Parent can REREAD sentences from the story.) 

    
 

350. (Easier) “In the top box, a MONKEY eats a BANANA. In the bottom box, a BOY eats a _____. Point to the answer.”     

(Harder) “Which thing goes in the space next to the BOY? Why did you choose the _____?” 
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